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Welcome
to the 12th Class

of this Series
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This class will cover

Barton W. Stone,                               
Alexander Campbell,             

and other Early Restorationists
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As we discussed last week, there were “back to the Bible” 
restoration movements prior to Alexander Campbell and 
Barton Stone.

In 1793, James O’Kelly and other Methodists in North 
Carolina and Virginia broke away from the Methodist 
Church of North America, calling themselves 
Republican Methodists.

In 1794, they went a step further, deciding to call themselves 
simply “Christians” and to take the Bible alone as their 
creed.
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As we discussed last week, there were “back to the Bible” 
restoration movements prior to Alexander Campbell and 
Barton Stone.

In 1801, Abner Jones, a physician and Baptist preacher 
in Vermont, joined with other like-minded Baptists in 
rejecting Calvinism and taking on the name Christian.

In 1803, Jones met Elias Smith, another Baptist minister 
who had formed a Christian congregation  in Portsmouth, 
New Hampshire.  They joined forces and established 14 
churches.
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As we discussed last week, there were “back to the Bible” 
restoration movements prior to Alexander Campbell and 
Barton Stone.

So diverse were the beliefs of these churches that some 
joined the Unitarians, some the 7th Day Adventists, and 
some the Christian churches from Virginia and North 
Carolina.

Many of those who joined the Southern churches 
eventually united with the Stone and Campbell 
movements, becoming a part of our direct history.
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We also began to look at the life of Barton W. Stone

Barton Warren Stone

1772-1844
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We also began to look at the life of Barton W. Stone
Born in Maryland in 1772.
During his teen years in Virginia, he attended Baptist and 
Methodist churches, but never was able to have the “conversion 
experience” that these churches taught was the way to know 
that you were among those predestined for salvation.
Enrolled in David Caldwell’s “log college”.  When he graduated, 
he was one of the most well-educated men on the American 
frontier.
While attending college, he did have a “conversion experience.”  
Following this, he also felt that he had been called to preach.
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We also began to look at the life of Barton W. Stone
In 1798, Stone was ordained by the Presbyterian church and 
assigned to minister to churches in the area of Cane Ridge, 
Kentucky.
In August, 1801, Cane Ridge was the site of the largest and 
most famous camp meeting revival in the history of the 
American frontier. An estimated 25,000-30,000 people traveled 
many miles to hear the Methodist, Baptist, and Presbyterian 
ministers preach repentance.

During this camp meeting and revival, many of the attendees 
experienced what were called “religious exercises.
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We also began to look at the life of Barton W. Stone
Many—including Stone—thought that if the Spirit was coming 
on people who were being converted by Baptist, Methodist, 
and Presbyterian preaching, shouldn’t this be an indication that 
there was a common basis of belief for all Christian religions?

Apparently the differences between churches were not matters 
of the Gospel.  Rather, they must be matters of human 
additions to the gospel that differentiate these churches.

Therefore, Stone determined, “Should not a spirit of unity among 
all Christians be the goal of all who claim to follow Christ?”
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We also began to look at the life of Barton W. Stone

The concept of predestination had been a central belief of all 
three of the denominations represented at Cane Ridge.

Another issue that troubled Stone following the Cane Ridge 
Revival:  if so many were freely responding to the gospel at 
these meetings, was there really any basis to the idea of 
predestination?

These issues caused Stone and five fellow ministers to 
break away from the Presbyterian Church, ultimately forming 
independent congregations that went simply by the name 
“Christian.”  This took place in 1804.
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We also began to look at the life of Barton W. Stone

The key document for this breakaway…and for the early 
history of our fellowship…was “The Last Will and Testament 
of the Springfield Presbytery” which  we looked at in detail 
last week.  Be sure to get a copy of last week’s handout if 
you don’t already have one.

Before we look further into Stone’s life and the movement 
that he founded, lets take a look at the early life of our other 
founding father, Alexander Campbell.
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The early history of Alexander Campbell

Alexander Campbell

1788-1866
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The early history of Alexander Campbell

While O’Kelly, Smith, Jones, and Stone were forming Christian 
groups in America, the Campbell family was still living in Ireland.

Alexander’s father, Thomas Campbell, had 
been raised in the Catholic Church, converted 
to the Church of England, and then converted 
once again to the Presbyterian Church of 
Scotland.  After some time as a Presbyterian, 
he was appointed to preach for one of their 
churches in Rich Hill, Ireland. Thomas Campbell  

1763-1854
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The early history of Alexander Campbell
While preaching for the Rich Hill church, Thomas became 
dissatisfied with the narrowness of the teachings of the Old Light, 
Anti-Burgher, Seceder Presbyterian Church.  (Each of these names 
indicated a previous doctrinal split among the Presbyterians.)

In 1807, Thomas left his family in Ireland and came to America.  
He was assigned to preach for a Presbyterian Church in Western 
Pennsylvania, but was soon in trouble with his Synod for allowing 
all varieties of Presbyterians to take the Lord’s Supper at his church.

When he was dismissed by the Synod, he began an inter-
denominational Bible study group.
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The early history of Alexander Campbell
This Bible Study group became known as the Christian 
Association of Washington, Pennsylvania.

In 1809, the Christian Association asked Thomas to create a 
document that outlined the purpose of this group and their 
ideas for Christian unity.  This document of religious freedom 
was called the Declaration and Address, a reference to the 
political freedom set forth in the Declaration of Independence. 

In 2009, we celebrated the 200th anniversary of its publication 
with a “Great Communion” gathering here at our building.
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The Declaration and Address is the other of our “founding 
documents” that we should examine in some detail.  

Thomas Campbell’s “Declaration and Address”

1.  A strong call for Christian unity: “The Church of Christ on 
earth is essentially, intentionally, and constitutionally one.”  
It is to be one because Christians are “subject to the same 
grace, objects of the same divine love, bought with the 
same price, and joint heirs of the same inheritance.”  That 
God intends for the church to be one is evidenced in Jesus’ 
fervent prayer in John 17.  The “constitution” that makes the 
church one is the New Testament.
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Thomas Campbell’s “Declaration and Address”

2.  A strong condemnation of Christian divisions: “Division 
among Christians is a horrid evil, fraught with many evils.”
Thus, there should be “no schisms, no uncharitable 
divisions among them.” 
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Thomas Campbell’s “Declaration and Address”

3. Doctrinal differences not based on the express teachings 
of the New Testament are the causes of division:  More 
than 60 times in the Declaration and Address, Campbell 
uses phrases like “expressly exhibited,” “plain,” and “clear” 
to describe the binding teachings of Scripture.  He also 
says that where the Bible is unclear or silent, no 
disagreement should divide Christians.
But, Thomas Campbell never spelled out exactly what he thought  those “expressed 
teachings” were, nor how to deal with the issues of Christians strongly disagreeing 
on what the Bible “expressly” teaches.  This would become a significant problem 
later in the Campbell movement.
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Thomas Campbell’s “Declaration and Address”

4.  A simple confession of faith in Jesus, not agreement with an 
elaborate creed, is all that is necessary for admission to the 
church:  Thus creeds, even if true and helpful, should not be 
used to exclude Christians who disagree with them from full 
fellowship as children of God.

5.  A desire to return to the purity of the 1st Century church:  By 
removing items that have divided Christians, God’s people 
can experience personal and corporate holiness and purity 
based on the New Testament model as seen in Acts.
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Thomas Campbell’s “Declaration and Address”

6.  An appeal for love and understanding among all 
Christians:  Those who confess faith in Christ “should 
consider each other as precious saints of God, should 
love each other as brethren, children of the same family 
and Father, temples of the same Spirit, members of the 
same body….”
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Thomas Campbell’s “Declaration and Address”

Thomas Campbell and the Christian Association never intended 
this document to become the basis of a new church.  Instead, it 
was to be a call to unity among Christians of all denominations.

But, things changed when the Association formed a new church 
at Brush Run, Pennsylvania.  This made the quest for Christian 
unity somewhat more difficult.
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Thomas Campbell’s “Declaration and Address”
Even today, in a Bible study group with people from different 
denominations (like BSF), it might seem like we have so much 
in common.  Why couldn’t we just unite?  But, if that Bible study 
group were to become a church, the members would have to 
make certain decisions that would highlight their differences:

How would they worship?
Who would lead/manage/rule over this church?
Who could be a part of this church, and how would they 
become members?
What would this church believe and teach?
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Thomas Campbell’s “Declaration and Address”
The original theme of both Thomas and Alexander Campbell 
was the unity of all Christians under “one Lord, one faith, and 
one baptism” (the baptism unity point actually came several 
years later as we will see in a few more slides).  This was the 
foundation principle of the Churches of Christ, Disciples of 
Christ, and Christian Churches/Churches of Christ.  
However, we will observe that only a few years into the 
history of this movement, the theme of unity in core beliefs 
would become diminished, and unique differences in 
peripheral beliefs would become the focus.
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Meanwhile, back across the Atlantic, the rest of the Campbell family 
set sail for America in 1808.  However, their ship was wrecked off 
the coast of Scotland by a severe storm, and it would be a year 
before they could secure passage to America.  This allowed 
Alexander to study for a whole year at the University of Glasgow.
While in Glasgow, Alexander became acquainted with a number of 
men who had broken from the Church of Scotland (Presbyterian) 
and formed independent churches.  Their practices included local 
church leadership by elders, weekly Lord’s Supper, Love Feasts 
with foot washing and the holy kiss, believers baptism by 
immersion, and opposition to church titles.

The early history of Alexander Campbell
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The early history of Alexander Campbell
When the family was finally united in Western Pennsylvania in 
1809, and as Alexander and his father compared their religious 
journeys of the past two years, both Thomas and Alexander 
found that they had come to very similar conclusions.

Alexander read a copy of his father’s Declaration and Address, 
and pledged to devote his life to promoting its principles.

He began to study for the ministry under his father, and when 
the Brush Run Church began in 1811, he and his father shared 
the preaching duties.
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The early history of Alexander Campbell
Also in 1811, Alexander married Margaret Brown, the daughter 
of a very wealthy farmer who lived just over the state line in 
what was then Virginia (this area became West Virginia when it 
refused to secede at the beginning of the Civil War).
They lived on Margaret’s father’s farm until he deeded the 
property to them.  The acquisition of this land made Alexander 
a wealthy landowner, and the property would be his home for 
the rest of his life.  Part of the acreage would eventually 
become the town of Bethany, West Virginia, center of the 
Campbell branch of the Restoration Movement and also home 
of Bethany College, founded by Alexander Campbell.
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The early history of Alexander Campbell
In 1812, Alexander and Margaret were blessed with the birth 
of their first child, Jane.  This birth was both a time of joy and 
of theological crisis for the family.

Some members of the Brush Run church had begun to 
question the validity of their infant baptism, and had 
requested immersion as adult believers.  Now, Alexander and 
Margaret faced a decision.  Should they baptize their infant 
daughter, or should they both be baptized as adults?

After months of study, they came to the conclusion that adult 
believers’ baptism was Biblical.  But, who could baptize them?
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The early history of Alexander Campbell
In June, 1812, Alexander and his father Thomas, their wives, 
and three other members of the Brush Run Church were 
immersed by Matthias Luce, a Baptist minister.  Soon, most of 
the rest of the members of the Brush Run Church were also 
immersed.
This act further separated the Campbells from their Presbyterian 
roots, but brought them closer to the teachings and practices of 
the Baptist Church.  After much discussion, the Brush Run 
Church joined the Redstone Baptist Association in 1815.  
It might seem that this was a step away from their goal of 
Christian unity, but Thomas thought it was a step toward unity.
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The early history of Alexander Campbell

Over the next 15 years, both Thomas and Alexander were 
active as reformers in the Baptist Church.

Alexander soon became the predominant spokesperson  of 
the family as he developed his skills as an educator, 
publisher, and particularly a debater.
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The early history of Alexander Campbell

Both Thomas and Alexander initially opposed debating as 
being against their desire for Christian unity.  But, after the 
Baptists persuaded Alexander to debate two Presbyterian 
ministers  on the issue of infant baptism (in 1820 and 1823), 
they changed their minds.  The debates were extremely 
popular, and the published texts were widely influential in 
convincing people about adult immersion baptism.
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The early history of Alexander Campbell
But, while Alexander had become very popular among the 
Baptists for his defense of immersion baptism, he held other 
views (on predestination and pastor-leadership) that made them 
uneasy.  As opposition grew among some other preachers in 
the Redstone Association, the Campbells decided to change 
their affiliation to the Mahoning Baptist Association, a group 
more sympathetic  to their views.
The Mahoning Association embraced the Campbells, but 
many other Baptist Associations were condemning them over 
disagreements on points like the meaning of baptism and the 
role of the minister in the running of the congregation.
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The early history of Alexander Campbell
In 1830, in support of the teachings of Alexander Campbell, the 
Mahoning Baptist Association dissolved itself.  Soon, other 
Baptist Associations in Virginia, Ohio, and Pennsylvania also 
either dissolved or split, deciding to follow the teachings of the 
Campbells.
Now that they were an independent movement led by Campbell, 
these churches faced the question of what to call themselves.  
Many preferred the name Christian.  Individual congregations 
often referred to themselves by their location (the Brush Run 
Church).  Alexander preferred the name Disciples—after all the 
early believers had been called Disciples before Christians.
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The early history of Alexander Campbell

Alexander was also somewhat concerned that his group would 
be confused with the New England Christian movement, the 
Republican Methodist/Christians, or the group called Christians, 
headed by Barton W. Stone in Kentucky and Tennessee—each 
of which held to somewhat different beliefs than the Campbell 
group.
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Another Pioneer of the Restoration Movement

Walter Scott
1796-1861
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Another Pioneer of the Restoration Movement
In 1821, Alexander Campbell met Walter Scott, a member, 
at that time, of a Scottish Baptist Church in Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania.  With many common backgrounds, they 
quickly became close friends.

Scott had also grown up in Scotland, raised in the state church 
(Presbyterian).  He was a brilliant student, and had received his 
education at the University of Edinburgh (as had Campbell).

In 1818, he had emigrated to America, settling in Pittsburgh, 
only about 30 miles from the Campbells in southwestern 
Pennsylvania.
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Another Pioneer of the Restoration Movement
Campbell became so impressed with Scott that he persuaded 
the Mahoning Baptist Association to hire him as a traveling 
evangelist in 1827.  This proved to be an outstanding decision 
on the part of the Association.

In 1826, the 17 churches that were members of the Mahoning 
Association had a total of 34 baptisms.
In the first year that Walter Scott was preaching for the 
churches of the Association, he baptized over 1,000 people—
more than doubling the size of almost every church.  Scott then 
averaged 1,000 baptisms per year for the next 30 years. 
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Another Pioneer of the Restoration Movement
Walter Scott was so successful as an evangelist because he 
developed a new method of evangelism.  Through his study of 
the Scriptures, he found a simple, easily-remembered way to 
answer the question, “What must I do to be saved?”

He would hold up one hand and then raise a finger for each of 
5 points of salvation:  faith, repentance, baptism, forgiveness 
of sins, and the gift of the Holy Spirit.
(When the Restoration churches entered their phase of not wanting to 
deal with the “gifts of the Holy Spirit,” we changed Scott’s five points 
to hear, believe, repent, confess, and be baptized.)
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Another Pioneer of the Restoration Movement
Why was this 5-finger presentation so successful?  Most of the churches 
of that day were still Calvinistic.  They taught that your only hope of 
salvation was to sit on the “mourners’” or “anxious” bench and devoutly 
“pray through” until God sent you a sign that you were one of the “elect.”

Scott taught that there was something that you could do to be assured of 
salvation.  Salvation was for everyone who would believe, repent, and 
be baptized.

Even though Scott’s method could have become a legalistic formula, he 
emphasized that Christ—not works—was the central teaching of the 
New Testament.
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Another Pioneer of the Restoration Movement

Although Walter Scott began teaching in this way before the 
union of the Stone and Campbell movements in 1832, most of 
the Stone-Campbell evangelists would employ his “5-finger 
exercise” in their preaching.  This is given much of the credit for 
the rapid growth of the movement throughout the 19th Century.

For this reason, many consider Walter Scott to be one of the 
“founding fathers” of the Restoration Movement along with 
Thomas and Alexander Campbell and Barton Stone.
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More Pioneers of the Restoration Movement

John Mulkey
1773-1844
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More Pioneers of the Restoration Movement
John Mulkey was a Baptist preacher in the early 1800’s in southern 
Kentucky and northern Tennessee.  Without prior knowledge of the 
ideas of either Barton Stone or Alexander Campbell, he became an 
independent pioneer of the Restoration Movement.

In the Spring of 1809, Mulkey was preaching the Baptist doctrine of 
predestination when he suddenly realized that he no longer felt 
that theology matched the teachings of the Bible.  He studied 
further, and began to preach that man had a role in his salvation.

His new position created dissention in the Mill Creek Baptist 
Church, his congregation in southern Kentucky.
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More Pioneers of the Restoration Movement
This led to the split of his church, effective on the morning of 
November 18, 1809.

To the 200 members of his gathered congregation on that 
morning, Mulkey announced, “All you who believe as I do, 
follow me out the west door.”

Mulkey walked slowly to the right front of the log church 
building and ducked through the low door.  After a few 
moments, several members closest to that door also stood 
and walked out to join him.  Among these was Hannah 
Pennington, sister of Daniel Boone.
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More Pioneers of the Restoration Movement

150 of the 200 members joined Mulkey.  The other 50 left to 
form a new Baptist church just down the road.

The larger group retained possession of the Mill Creek church 
building, but now called themselves simply “Christians.”  
However, the log church would be commonly known in the 
area as the “Mulkey Meeting House.” 

This building is a Kentucky state historical site to this day.
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More Pioneers of the Restoration Movement

John Mulkey would become close friends with both Barton 
Stone and “Raccoon” John Smith, a pioneer Restoration 
preacher in Kentucky and Tennessee.

Mulkey would continue to preach for his congregation, and 
to hold Gospel Meetings throughout the area.  In one 
meeting in Celina, Tennessee, he is reported to have 
immersed 105 people in five days.
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More Pioneers of the Restoration Movement

Perhaps Mulkey’s greatest legacy is the influence of his family 
in Restoration Churches up to the present time.  Four of his 
six sons became preachers.  His grandson founded 50 
congregations throughout the Western states.  And, one of his 
descendants until recently preached for the Grand Avenue 
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) in Bozeman, MT.

But, possibly the most powerful preacher in John’s family was 
not John or one of his sons, but his daughter, Nancy.
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More Pioneers of the Restoration Movement

Nancy often served as an “exhorter” (one who followed the 
minister’s sermon with a strong exhortation to repent) in the 
Mill Creek Church…after it became a Christian church.
An eyewitness description of Nancy’s speaking skills is as 
follows: “She would arise with zeal on her countenance and 
fire in her eyes, and with a pathos that showed in the depth of 
her soul, and would pour forth an exhortation lasting from five 
to fifteen minutes, which neither father not brothers could 
equal, and which brought tears from every feeling eye.  She 
was remarkable in this respect.”
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More Pioneers of the Restoration Movement

Lest you think that Nancy Mulkey was entirely unique as a pioneering female 
“preacher” of the Restoration Movement, here are a few of the others:

Nancy Cram - began a teaching ministry to the Oneida Indians in 
1812.  Several years later, at the conclusion of a funeral in upstate 
New York, she knelt and led such a profound prayer that many of 
the people in the crowd asked her to hold a revival meeting for their 
town.  “Hundreds” of people were converted, causing her to look for 
an ordained preacher to minister to the resulting congregation.  She 
went to Vermont, where she located a preacher from Elias Smith’s 
Christian movement who was willing to move to New York.
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More Pioneers of the Restoration Movement

Lest you think that Nancy Mulkey was entirely unique as a pioneering female 
“preacher” of the Restoration Movement, here are a few of the others:

Nancy Cram - The success of Nancy’s revival meeting in New 
York launched a highly successful four-year preaching ministry 
throughout New England.  Great crowds attended her meetings, 
and at least 7 prominent male preachers in the New England 
“Christian Movement” were converted by her preaching.
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More Pioneers of the Restoration Movement

Lest you think that Nancy Mulkey was entirely unique as a pioneering female 
“preacher” of the Restoration Movement, here are a few of the others:
Abigail Roberts - was one of Nancy Cram’s converts.  
She engaged in a 12-year preaching ministry from 
1816-1828, often preaching in out-of-the-way places, 
frequently every day for weeks at a time.  She is 
reported to have converted hundreds, and to have 
established at least four congregations.

Roberts often preached to bitter opposition, both because she was a 
woman, and because she was a “Smithite Christian.”
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More Pioneers of the Restoration Movement

Lest you think that Nancy Mulkey was entirely unique as a pioneering female 
“preacher” of the Restoration Movement, here are a few of the others:
Nancy Towle - converted in 1818 at the age of 22.  
She felt called to the ministry, but struggled with 
that feeling for two years because of the 
opposition of her family and friends.  Towle
estimated that she travelled over 10,000 miles in 
one decade, preaching in open-air meetings and 
at various churches.  She never felt, from her perspective, that being a 
woman preacher should be an issue, stating, “I ever believed that in 
Christ Jesus they were one, both male and female…”
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More Pioneers of the Restoration Movement

Lest you think that Nancy Mulkey was entirely unique as a pioneering female 
“preacher” of the Restoration Movement, here are a few of the others:
Nancy Towle - In one town in Pennsylvania, some 
members of a Methodist Church asked her to 
preach in their chapel, but their preacher would 
not allow it.  The preacher said, “A woman shall 
not preach there!”  To which the members replied, 
“The woman can preach better than the one who 
does preach there.”

Nancy then preached to a large audience on the courthouse steps.
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More Pioneers of the Restoration Movement

Lest you think that Nancy Mulkey was entirely unique as a pioneering female 
“preacher” of the Restoration Movement, here are a few of the others:
Nancy Towle - In another place, she was told that 
she could not speak because it was “contrary to 
the rules.”  “I was astonished,” Towle reflected 
later, “that professed Christians can be so much 
more willing souls shall perish,  than that ‘the 
rules of their society’ shall be broken.”
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More Pioneers of the Restoration Movement

Lest you think that Nancy Mulkey was entirely unique as a pioneering female 
“preacher” of the Restoration Movement, here are a few of the others:
Nancy Towle - After 14 years of full-time itinerate preaching—often 6 
or 7 days per week; often many hours per day; often without a 
penny to her name, Towle reflected on he view of the “growing evils” 
in  the world.  One of the greatest of these, she said, was the 
“excluding of female gifts from the Church of God—which I view as 
an occasion of great provocation, and as one of the principal means 
of immense loss to the Church of the Lord Jesus throughout.”
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Thank You for being                      
in today’s class!

Next Week:  ”Raccoon” John Smith 
plus Stone and Campbell                     

in comparison and contrast
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